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More light on obscure units
Are you in a muddle over light units

?

by J. C. A. Chaimowicz Dipl. Ing. E.S.E., M.I.E.E., M.I.E.R.E., M.O.S.A.

This covers the basic concepts
underlying light measurements,
deliberately cutting outthe dull listing

of units and tabulation of conversion
factors, relating to four physical

quantities: flux, intensity,

luminance/radiance and
illuminance/irradiance. The treatment
emphasizes this physical character of

light units, to make them tangible to
engineers.

If you arc not in a muddle over light units,

switch over to another article now. If you
arc let me take you out of the jungle, to

basic concepts with a physical meaning.

But first, a glance at the jungle.

One of rhe units of photometry is called

the nit. Page 578 of the Concise Advanced
learner’s Oxford Dictionary’ defines the

nit so:

nit
1

. nit n ceb o: a louse or oihcr parasitic insect ,’c.g.

as found in the hair of persons who seldom wash).

mr.nit'0=nitwit.

Neither nice nor helpful. Another, more
often encountered unit for light mea-
surement i.s the candle. Romantic perhaps,

but not very practical. We also have noxes,

stibs and apostilbs, sca-milc candles, foot-

lamberts. carcels, lumens, luxes, Heffners

and other talbots, without mentioning the

radiometric unit of watts per steradian per

metre square per nanometre used by c.r.t

specialists. How then do we get out of this

jungle? Simple. By going straight to the

basic concepts of light measurements.

These concepts are but four, relating to

four physical qualities: flux, illuminance-

.'irradiancc, intensity and luminance radi-

ance. Equipped with these you will be able

to put into the right place every single one

of the two dozen or so existing units. Arti-

cles dealing with stage illumination, with

camera sensitivity, with the light perform-

ance of l.c.ds, c.r.ts, incandescent and

other light sources, with photodiodes,

phototransistors and other light receivers

will become clear, catalogues will become
intelligible, and comparisons of compo-

nents from different sources possible.

Luminous flux
The first and truly fundamental concept is

that of luminous /lux; the remaining three

derive from it. The idea of flux is closely

associated with that of flow: think of the

flow and you “feel” the llux. For example
the flow of people in Oxford Street. How
many per hour? Think of the water flow of

a mountain stream. How many gallons per

minute? Think of your Company’s cash

flow. Try to remember now the shaft of
light you once saw pouring through a
stained glass window. Finally, imagine a
torch shining or. a pitch-dark night — this

is light flow and you will have grasped

the notion of light flux.

Light is a form of energy. The luminous
flux is the time-rate of the flow of this

energy through a certain area or out of a

certain solid angle. For instance, in the

case of the shaft of light, this will be the

“energy” time-rate of the light beam tra-

versing a particular fragment of the stained

glass window or the whole of it; in the case

of the torch, the total flux is the “power”
radiated into the fight cone of the torch,

out of its apex.

Photometric units are designed to

convey a sense of strength of human res-

ponses to light and NOT to give an objec-

tive measure of the power carried by a

beam of light. Whence “ ” in the previous

paragraph. Being physiologically de-

pendent, photometric units of flux arc

colour-related. Radiometric units are not.

They alone represent genuine power —

without inverted commas! They alone

have licence to use the watt as a unit of

flux. The practical consequences of the

unequal sensitivity of the human eye to

various colours is that even though two
fragments of stained glass, one green, the

other red, may be transmitting equal

amounts of true power (such as would be

measured in absolute terms and hence ex-

pressed in watts) their photometrically as-

sessed fluxes will be different, the human
eye being more sensitive to green than to

red light. The photometric unit of lumi-

nous flux is the lumen. For pure colorime-

tric green fight 1 lumen corresponds to

1.47 milliwatts. For red light some ten

times more is required to produce the same

physiological sensation and so, here, 1 lu-

men corresponds to 15 milliwatts. Green
and red colours as used above correspond

to monochromatic radiation of 550 and

650nm wavelength respectively. An inter-

nationally agreed lumen-watt relationship

called the visibility curve for the whole

range of colours was established many
years ago based on an “average eye", the

result of numerous measurements made on

a large sample of humans. Fig- 1. This

curve gives an immediate answer to a com-
mon question of the type: “My gallium

arsenide diode emits 0.7mW. How many
lumens is that?” As GaAs l.c.ds emit at a

wavelength of 900nm, the answer is zero.

This is how it should be, as the infra-red

radiation produces no visual effects.

Illuminance - Irradiance
The magazine you arc reading is illumi-

nated. So is the theatre stage (though

sometimes dimly), the shop window

display and the road. What they all have in

common is the fact that they all receive

light shed onto them. To the contrary ol,

for example, a television screen which is

scll-luminous. This distinction must be

clearly perceived and firmly rooted in the

mind for the remaining three of the basic

four to be understood.

Illuminance is the area-density of light

falling from an external source onto a sur-

face. Hence it is represented by lumens per

square metre. The unit used in photome-
try is lux, with one lux representing an
illuminance of one lumen per square

metre: 1 lux=l lumen/lm2
.

When light from more than one source

falls onto an area, the individual fluxes arc

added.*

The radiometric conceptual (not numer-
ical:) equivalent of the lux is the watt per

square metre (W/m2
). Here, the area den-

sity of incident flux is called irradiance.

You will have noticed the identity of the

basic concept linking illuminance and irra-

diancc. It is obvious from Fig. 2, right,

that the more the surface is tilted with

regard to the incident rays, the larger the

area lit by the same flux and the smaller

the illuminancc-’irradiancc. This is what is

expressed by saying rhe sun is hotter mid-
day than morning and evening.

Before going onto the next item of the

basic four it is of utmost importance to

emphasize that neither illuminance (lux)

nor irradiance (W/m 2

) gives the slightest

idea on how bright an area appears to us.

Consider the example of Fig. 2. The illu-

minance of a black matt table top will be

exactly the same whether or not it is cov-

ered with a snow-white table cloth. This

fits the definition of illuminance which,
like irradiance, is concerned with the area

density of the on-coming and not the

outgoing radiation.

Just how strong a lux is and what practi-

cal magnitude a watt/m2 is can be judged

from these few examples
- moonlit landscape receives O.Ollux
- comfortably lit desk is illuminated

by 3001ux
- St Tropez sunbather receives 1.5 x

10
5
lux

- 2mW helium-neon laser (red) pro-

duces an illuminance of a few thou-

sand lux, or an irradiance of

200W/m2
.

Intensity

Few real light sources radiate with the

same vigour in all directions. Some, such
as flic earlier-mentioned torch, are direc-

tional by design. Some, mcanc to be omni-
directional, fail in this respect through un-
avoidable manufacturing or cxploitational

constraints. Such is the case of a spherical

light bulb, Fig. 3, in which the unavoid-
able contact-bearing base impedes the light

preparation into a pan of the surrounding
space. Clearly, to characterize the strength

ol the radiation in a certain direction, a

directional quantity is required - lumi-

nous inlensisy. The luminous intensity

' Laser light requires a specialized treat-

ment.
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Fig. 1. "My gallium arsenide diode emus
0.7mW. Howmany lumens is that?"As
GaAs l.e.ds emit at 900nm the answer,
from the internationally agreed curve, is

zero. Which is how it should bo as the infra-

red radiation produces no visible effect.

represents the flux flowing out of a source

in a given direction per unit angle.

Because light source beam radiation

three-dimensionally a flat angle unit such

as the degree will not do here. A space

angle unit must be used instead: the siera-

dian. As the unit of flux is a lumen, the

luminous intensity will be measured in

lumcn’stcradian. For brevity' a single word

has been internationally agreed, the can-

dela, to stand for one lumen/steradian.

The choice of a sreradian for a unit of

spatial angle is unfortunate: a steradian is a

very large chunk of space and as such it

does not impart well the sense of direc-

tionality'. Stcradians are seldom used in

other fields and it will certainly help to

describe an easy way of visualizing their

size. To form a steradian, take an organe

or an apple and cut it into six as if sharing

it equitably between six people. Then
make a fourth, horizontal cut through the

middle, Figs 4 & 5. You have 12 equal

portions. Kach one of them contains at its

apex a space angle of one steradian (within

a 4% error). A corner of a room contains

approximately 1.5 steradians.

Within the context of light intensity

mcasurmems it might be even more
helpful to visualize the spatial 2 ngle not as

the hollow of a three-sided structure, but

as the interior of the tip of a cone. A
hypothetical cornet with a rounded off

“filler" surface having an area just equal to

r would make exactly one steradian at its

tip.

In radiometry, the third basic concept

corresponds to the power radiated into a

unit solid angle. This is named radiant

intensity and is measured in watt steradian.

The intensity concept is valid only lor

sources small with regard to the surround-

ing space, aptly called point sources. As
long as the linear dimension of .he radiat-

ing clement is some ten times smaller than

the distances of interest around them, one

can call them point sources and use the

intensity concept. This is mostly the case

with bulbs, candles, l.e.ds or c.r.'. spots

hut not with large panels.

Finally, the value of both luminous in-

tensity and radiant intensity in a given

direction is independant of the distance

Fig. 2. The area-density of light falling onto a surface is represented by Illuminance, i.e.

lumens per square metre, for both divergent light and parallel light.

iUuSJrtante

10 lux

Fig. 3. As few real light sources radiate equally in all directions a directional quantity is

needed to characterize strength of radiation in a particular direction. Candelas are lumens

per unit solid angle.

Fig. 4. Cutting an apple into twelfths asshown gives a solid angle that approximates to one

steradian.

from the source at which it is measured, as

seen from the sketch of Fig. 6.

Luminance
The last of the basic four concepts of pho-

tometry is that of luminance. Imagine you

are viewing a tiny, compact filament shin-

ing through its bulb of clear glass. The

bulb, in fact the filament, it is bright that it

hurts your eyes. Then imagine that the

glass is opalescent. The device emits now

very nearly the same amount of light as

before but the eye perceives it unhurt. 1 he

total flux is constant to a first approxima-

tion, but the opal glass envelope spreads

the radiation over a much larger surlace

which rc-diffuses it. Luminance expresses

the brightness of the source in a given

direction.

The surface area of the source has a large

part to play, now. Imagine that the milky

spherical bulb containing the filament

broke and got replaced by another, twice

its diameter, Fig. 7. The new bulb will

appear four limes less bright, despite the

constancy of its wattage and its total flux.

To convey these effects of source bright-

ness, the luminance expresses luminous

intensity per unit surface area ol the

source. This is of course the same as the

luminous flux per steradian per unit area.
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We thus have a unit of luminance:

Candcla/metre2
or lumcn/steradian X

metre2 .

It is a unit that characterizes out-going
radiation, to be used with objects which
emit or rc-cmic light; a filament, a bulb, an
illuminated lamp shade, a working screen

or an illuminated table top. An idea of its

size: the UK standard for screen lumi-
nance in film viewing rooms is 37.5 candc-
las'fir at full illumination.

Luminance is a directional quantity, as

is intensity, one of its two constituents.

The surface area, the second constituent,

must be taken as the projection of the

physical radiation area on the plan perpen-
dicular to the direction in case. With cer-

tain emitting or re-emitting devices the

intensity versus viewing angle variation is

such that luminance remains constant.

This is so because as the observer looks

more obliquely at such a source, the pro-
jected unit area reduces in the same
proportion as the intensity does. Such
sources, called lambcrtian, are exemplified
by the moon, flashed opal glass, chalk,

good Bristol board. But this directional

independence must not be taken for

granted, as most devices and materials are

not lambcrtian. Their luminance varies

with direction.

Finally, the radiometric sister of lumi-

nance is radiance and I think that nobody
will show puzzlement any longer at the fact

that it is usually measured in

WVsr x m2

Fig. 5. Spatial angles may be alternatively'

visualized as that conical fraction of a
sphere whose surface area is equal to the
square ofits radius.

and sometimes (I am sure you will know

where and why) in

W.-sr X m 2 x nm

And vet “watts per stcradian per metre

square per nanometre” must have sounded

puzzling when first met in the opening

paragraph of this article.

Final word of guidance. When you come
across an unknown exotic unit try to estab-

lish, first of all, to which of the basic four

denominations it belongs and whether it is

photo or radiometric. The subsequent

working out of numerical conversion fac-

tors should come easily.

Fig. 6. Values ofboth radiantand luminous
intensity are independant ofsource
distance .

Fig. 7. Luminance expresses brightness of
source. Large bulb appears four times less

bright than smaller bulb for the same
power and flux. Luminance is luminous
intensity per unit surface area (which is the

same as flux per steradian per unit area).

C.b. legal — but . .

.

The fact that citizens' band radio is now legal

gives little relief to those who are suffering from

interference because of the illegal use of a.m.

sets on unauthorized channels. The Selective

Paging Committee, a group representing the

manufacturers of radio paging equipment, have

pointed out die interference to paging systems.

They have conducted tests which have shown
that the use of illegal c.b. sets can interfere

severely with the paging systems which operate

on the 27MHz band.

The chief problem is that the effect of the

interference is very insidious. When affected, a

bleeper just refuses to bleep and, if detected, the

fault is put down to the receiver and not to the

interference. When one considers that paging

systems arc used in hospitals, on industrial

premises for maintenance and security per-

sonnel, then it becomes apparent that if an
urgent call is not received, then there could be

very serious consequences. A report by Tom
Davies in The Observer says that a patient has

died because a doctor could not be paged.

What the Selective Paging Committee pro-

poses is that radio paging should be shifted to a

different frequency band with a width of

500kHz, between 30 and 41 MHz. This band
was allocated 3t WARC to fixed and mobile

services. 31.735 to 31.775MHz is already allo-

cated in the UK to on-site radio paging. The
majority of the band, however, is allocated for

military use.

British Telecom have said that they are get-

ting more than 1,000 complaints each week
about c.b. interference. These refer to interfer-

ence on re and radio, breakthrough on hi-fi,

interference on emergency services and other

mobile services, such as taxis. Model aircraft, if

control is lost, can become lethal, unguided

missiles.

We contacted the Civil Aviation Authority to

get their view. So far there have been no

recorded incidents of c.b. interference, but they

arc worried by the possibility of harmonic radia-

tion. Apparently the 4th harmonic of 27MHz
which could affect the i.l.s. localiscr/v.o.r. band

(landing and navigation systems) and the 5th

harmonic, which could affect the v.h.f. r/t (air

traffic control) band. Spurious radiation can, of

course, fall anywhere. The CAA pointed out

that in North America there is a recorded case of

interference with the i.l.s.; interference with r/t

is widespread. A large number of the cases,

when investigated, proved to be due to the use

of booster transmitter amplifiers: “burners".

Such amplifiers are illegal here but arc available,

and are in use.

Legal c.b. as specified by the Home Office

does not present any problems, but the esti-

mated one million illegal broadcasters arc un-

likely to abandon their current equipment in

order to change it for the approved types. The
Selective Paging Committee bciieves that it is

only a matter of time before the illegal sets will

be accepted as an internationally recognised

standard and that the current specifications arc

an interim measure, not the final decision.

News in Brief
Powcrtran specialize in selling kits from mag-

azine designs, including some from Wireless

World. Unfortunately, they have had difficulty

in maintaining a construction and sereicing fa-

cility. They were relieved when they heard of

Circolec, an electronic company in looting,

South London, who were willing to undertake

the work, and have now appointed them official

Powcrtran service and manufacturing agents.

Circolec can service the complete range of

Powertran kits from the simple amplifiers to the

most complex synthesizers. This is of special

interest to those who have built a kit but cannot

get it to work, and to those whose finished kits

may have failed some time after assembly. They
can also assemble Powcrtran kits and ensure

that they arc working properly before dispatch.

Many people wish to purchase these kits but arc

not totally confident of their ability to assemble

and set up such kits as the Transcendent

Polysynth. Kits purchased from Powcrtran may-

be forwarded to Circolec, or the complete order

mav be sent to Circolec, 1 Franciscan Road,
London SW1 7 8EA.




